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The meeting was called to order at 10.40 a.m. 

INAUGURATION OF DISATIMAivJENT \rffiEK 

The CHAIRMAN: I should like to deliver, on behalf of the 

President of the General Assembly, Mr. Lievano, his message on the occasion 

of the inauguration of the Disarmament Week. The message reads as follows: 

"In accordance with the resolution of the General Assembly 

24 October, United Nations Day, marks the beginning of a week devoted 

to fostering the objectives of disarmament. No occasion could be 

more appropriate than this date for stressing the importance of 

limiting the armaments race and emphasizins how vital for this 

enterprise is the active and persevering support of world public 

opinion. 

'
1It has been said that wars begin in the minds of men. If 

world public opinion can be made fully aware of the devastating 

effects of modern weapons, if people reflect on what could be built 

with what is wasted on armaments, the clamour for disarmament will 

grow into universal demands for peace, conciliation and tolerance. 

"The armed conflicts which our generation has witnessed should 

teach all nations large and small not to indulge in the self-deception 

of believing that military might leads to national security. In our 

time the nations which are richest and most advanced in science and 

industry have accumulated so much weaponry that it would be possible 

for them to onnihilate all the other nations. But since science and 

technology know no frontiers, the presumptive adversaries of these 

nations also have the weaponry to inflict total destruction on them. 

"Where is the security then? Never has human existence been as 

precarious as in our time,and man has become the most dangerous enemy 

of man. No pestilence, no famine, no natural disaster can inflict on 

us greater sufferings and destruction than war. 
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"Let us combat the violence that begins in the minds of men. Let 

us contribute to the reduction of international tensions and to an increase 

of trust among countries. Rather than dwelling on the power and the threat 

of modern weapons, perhaps it would be better to imagine what we can 

accomplish if we channel our efforts towards peace, co-operation and 

equity in r elations between countries. With those resources released by 

disarmament, we can put an end to hunger, ignorance and want. 

"With the determined support of the peoples and Governments of the 

world disarmament can be organized under effective international control , 

and as a first step let us establish the mechanism for eliminating nuclear 

weapons, which have already destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the other 

weapons of mass destruction, such as chemical and biological arms. At 

the same time it is also necessary to ensure just relations between the 

industrialized countries and those of the third world and obtain the 

resources required for sustained harmonious and vigorous development. 11 

I now call on the first speaker, who is the Assistant Secretary-General, 

Mr. Bjornerstedt. 

Mr. BJORNERSTEDT (Assistant Secretary-General, Centre for Disarmament): 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations has asked that the following message 

be read on the occasion of the observance of United Nations Disarmament Week: 

"This year the General Assembly, at its tenth special session, 

added a new dimension to the observance of United Nations Day . It proclaimed 

the week starting 24 October, the day of the foundation of the United Nations, 

as a week devoted to fostering the objectives of disarmament. 

"This decision reflects the shared concern of all Member States that 

we are still distant from obtaining one of the central aims of our 

Organization, the building of a structure of durable peace. 
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It is true that some constructive debates have taken :place and that 

some significant results have been achieved. But the arms race has 

accelerated. Stockpiles of nuclear weapons are enlarged. Missiles, 

aircraft and artillery to deliver them are constantly diversified and 

their :performance improved. Conventional weapon systems are continually 

refined. While the arsenals of the major Powers are being augmented, 

th~ arms race has :proved increasingly difficult to confine geographically. 

More and more countries are being drawn into its vortex. 

"The cost of $400 billion a year expresses only :partially the 

unbearable economic, social and :political toll of this global :phenomenon. 

Today's armaments have rendered obsolete the concept of war as understood 

in the :past. The fact is that organized life on our :planet itself is 

at stake. The continuation of human society requires that the enterprise 

of disarmament should be :pursued with an energy greater than that of the 

material and intellectual efforts hitherto devoted to the development of 

weapons of ultimate destruction. 

"Our effort has to be scaled to the magnitude of the challenge. The 

:political will as well as the expertise to deal with the complexity of 

modern weaponry are essential to the aim. But they need to be supported 

by a clear and widespread understanding of the lethal consequences of 

the arms race. The will of the :people to live a life free of want and 

fear represents a :power which is stronger than :physical force. Peoples 

the world over can in fact unite to help determine a new course in 

international relations, away from the agglomeration of armaments, away 

from war. A mobilized :public opinion can make such a course irreversible. 

But this opinion must not be oriented only to long-term objectives. It 

must support concrete steps towards arms reduction here and now. It 

must be actively interested in current negotiations if they are to 

:produce results. 
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11As we observe Disarmament VJeek, we must ensure that the impetus 

created by the special session is maintained and intensified. The 

solemn undertaking of the States Members of the United Nations should 

now be translated into tangible and effective measures. The disarmament 

agenda for the weeks and months immediately ahead is broad in scope, 

with priority being given to nuclear disarmament. Efforts are under way 

to link disar mament more effectively to development and thus to help 

establish a New International Economic Order. The United Nations has a 

central role and primary responsibility in the achievement of these 

interrelated aims. 

"Let us therefore all unite our voices and concert our efforts in 

this Disarmament VJeek and in the weeks ahead. It is not yet too late 

to initiate t he process which will transform the direction in which 

human destiny moves." 
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The CE.l\.IRr4J\N: I call on the representative of Hungary who ivill 

speak on behalf of the Eastern European States. 

Mr. DOMOKOS (Eunrary): On the occasion of this commemorative 

meeting I should like to make a brief statement on behalf of the follm·Ting 

members of the Group of Eastern European countries: People 1 s Republic of 

Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovak Socialist 

Republic, German Democratic Republic, Polish People's Republic, Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 

Euncnr ian People's Republic. 

At its tenth special session the General Assembly proclaiTied the week 

starting 24 October, the day of the foundation of the United Nations, as a 

week devoted to fostering the objectives of disan:1ament. 

1ve consider the yearly co~uemoration an important event. The first 

Disarmament ~leek is being held at a time \·Then the need for effective 

disarmament and for actions supporting this goal has never been greater. 

The halting and reversing of the arms race is the most urgent task confrontin~ 

humanity. Disarmament Week provides an opportunity to mobilize -.;vorld 

public opinion, to remind the new generations of the devastations of past 

wars and also to induce the representatives of Governments in disarmament 

deliberations and negotiations to seek with renewed efforts the only rational 

possibility - disarmament at the earliP.st moment. 

The task ahead is enormous. Disarmament is an absolute necessity, 

essential not only for the prevention of the danger of nuclear war and for 

strengthening international peace and security but also for the economic and 

social advancer:;ent of all peoples. There is a growing awareness in the 

international community that the continued arms race is a threat to the very 

survival of mankind. There is an ur~ent need to put an end to this situation, 

to abandon the use of force in international relations and to seek security 

in disarmament. The tenth special session of the General Assembly, the 

first ever devoted to disarmament, was proof that all nations share these 

goals. 
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The special session, on the other hand, also proved that we still 

have a long \vay to go; ue have to surmonnt many obstacles so that the 

important recommendations and decisions of the special session ~ay be 

fulfilled and we may reach our corrunon, final goal : general and 

complete disarmament. 

However complicated that task, we can, and should, connt on the 

support of public opinion. In this respect we see an important interaction 

oetween Governments and public opinion. It is not only public opinion 

1rhich exerts a certain influence on the policy of Govern!".ents; this is 

true also in the reverse direction. It is necessary to stress the primary 

responsibility, of Governments and opinion makers - and here I quote from 

para~raph 105 of the Final Document of the special session -
II ... to avoid dissemination of false and tendentious information 

concerning armaments, and to concentrate on the danger of escalation 

of the armaments race and on the need for general and complete 

disarmament under effective international control." (A/RES/S-10/2, para. 105) 

There is a growing recognition of the fact that all Governments have a 

responsibility to educate their reoplc s for the purposes of peace, co-operation and 

understandin~ among nations. The socialist countries place at the centre 

of both their educational activities and their foreign policy the peaceful 

co-existence of countries '1-Tith different social systems and :rautually 

advantageous economic co-operation among them. That is inherent in the 

nature of socialist society, since in our countries there is no class or 

social stratum '\orhich would have any material interest in stirring up 

international tension and in the ensuing increase in arms production. 

In our countries the striving for peace is reflected in the Constitutions 

and it is against the lav to make 1v-ar propaganda or to arouse hatred against 

other nations. 

The role peoples, public opinion and their organizations can play found 

expression in the important contribution made by the non-r,overnmental 

organizations to the work of the tenth special session. The participation 

of those organizations, representing peoples vTith different political vie1vs, 
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different religions and professional interests, proved - if proof was 

needed at all- that,regardless of differences in other fields,uorld 

public opinion is resolutely for peace, for disarmament. 

Disarmament, as lTe are all painfully aware, is a complicated task 

and ire need all the support '"e can get to help to accomplish it. The 

Disarmament \teek will remind us of these tasks ahead and will provide 

an additional opportunity to mobilize all peace-lovin~ forces in the 

world for disarmament. 

The CHiUT:'J •i.~X' : I next call on the r epr c> sentative of Indonesia 

lrho will speak on behalf of the Asian States. 

1v1'r 11 -crH {.1 :1 S i• ~"I f T · lo s 1· a) • '· • rw .• ··- •... ,_ .· - \ .• nc. ne . It is in~"'o.eeD 2 11 honour and a p:ri vi lege 

for me to be able to speak both as Chairman of the Asian Group of States 

and on behalf of Indonesia, on the occasion of the proclamation of the week 

beginninr 24 October as a week devoted to pronating the objectives of disarmament. 

This is doubly significant in vieu of the fact that the proclamation 

coincides with the day of the founding of the United i'Tations. One of t he 

declared objectives of the United Hations, as stated in the preamble of 

the Charter, is to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war. 

It is within the framevrork of this objective that -vre should like to see exerted 

our efforts to achieve disarmament. 
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It is significant to note that the very first resolution which was 

adopted by the United Nations was one which concerned disarmament. Since 

then, our Organization has exerted relentless efforts to make progress in 

this field. Although during the past decade and a half there have been some 

achievements, these have been directed towards arms limitation rather than 

disarmament. The decision to hold the special session devoted to disarmament 

is unique in the history of the efforts of the United Nations to deal with 

disarmament problems. It is also a reflection of the deep feelings of 

concern that we all share about the need to achieve greater pror,ress in 

alleviating the serious dangers inherent in the continuation of the global 

arms race. 

Thus, the greatest challenge today is to stop the arms race. The 

future of mankind uill very much depend on whether we are able to curb this 

race, reduce the existing arms arsenals and finally eliminate thefl. 

It is a matter of regret that the arms race has become increasingly a -vrorld

wide phenomenon. The armament efforts involve the diversion of resources 

which could be used for more productive purposes of economic and social 

development. In recent years, we have seen the continuous and rapid 

qualitative change in the weapons being produced, resulting in each new 

generation of weapons being more complex and destructive than the one 

it replaced. The arms race is becoming not only more complex, but also more 

lethal. 

In the light of these developments, we should explore candidly the 

dangers of the continuation of the arms race, and should dispel the illusion 

that lasting peace can coexist with huge accumulations of the means of 

destruction which have reached the stage of overkill many times over. The 

international community should exert every effort to reverse the race before 

it engulfs the whole world with incalculable consequences. He must reaffirm 

our commitment to the goal of general and complete disarmament. The adoption 

and implementation of resolute measures of disarmament have become iraperative. 

At the same time, the active involvement of the United Nations to 

co-ordinate and stimulate our individual efforts towards the achievement of 

these goals and aspirations is an important obligation of our Organization, 
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emanating from its purposes and principles. '!t!e believe that the strong desire 

for peace and co-operation is part of the new trend which we are witnessing in 

international life, and is an important factor as harbinger of the world of 

tomorrow from "rhich conflicts, threats of war and war itself will be abolished 

forever. 

It is in this context that we rededicate ourselves to the responsibility 

of the United Nations and its central role with regard to issues concerning 

disarmament. It is in this spirit that we join other Members in proclaiming 

the week starting today as a week devoted to fostering the objectives of 

disarmament. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the representative of Burundi to 

speak on behalf of the African States. 

Mr. SIMBANANIYE (Burundi) (interpretation from French): Today, 

24 October 1978, the anniversary of the United Nations, we are inaugurating the 

week devoted to fostering the objectives of disarmament, in accordance with 

the historic decision taken by the General Assembly at its tenth special session 

held from 23 May to 30 June 1978. 

It is with genuine pleasure that the delegation of Burundi to the thirty

third regular session of the General Assembly associates itself on behalf of the 

African Group, with speakers from the other regional Groups and distinguished 

personalities who have already addressed this gathering, or who will be addressing 

it, at this commemorative meeting, in stressing once again the importance of the 

decision of the General Assembly and also that of the genuine commitment to 

complete and general disarmament. 

Since the end of the Second World Har, for reasons stemming from the 

struggle for influence and profit, nations have engaged in both quantitative and 

qualitative competition in the manufacture of weapons, so much so that, thanks 

to an unprecedented technological revolution that has, alas, been going 

on in that field, the world is teeming with arsenals bursting with 

conventional, chemical, bacteriological and:· nuclear weapons. In spite of 
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the cries of alarr1 uttered by the international cor,munity ~ arns of 

Jlcass destruction continue to be developed anc1. distributed throughout the 

world. Such an accumulation of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons, and 

such an arms race are not calculated to promote a climate of confidence between 

Governments or the establishment of normal relationships among States and, 

what is worse, may plunge mankind into an orgy of self-destruction by means 

of a third world war, as it quite rightly stressed in paragraph 11 of t~e 

Final Document of the General Assembly adopted at its tenth special session. 

There is no lack of signs to warn us of this total war which threatens 

us and which suggest a return to cold war through points of international 

tension which emerge every day throughout the world. In this connexion the 

conflicts which break out here and there in Africa , and which are planned by 

the enemies of Africa, and the persistent challenge of the racist minority 

regimes in southern Africa constitute for our Group a subject of major concern 

and should be of greater concern to the international community. South Africa's 

preparations to acquire nuclear weapons and the repeated acts of aggression 

by the racist and colonialist regimes against independent neighbouring States 

constitute a serious threat to international peace and security. The 

international community should do everything in its power to put an end to 

these situations, which are so many obstacles to the peace and economic 

progress of the peoples of this part of the world. But in fact it is the 

whole of mankind which is threatened by the constant spectre of a world 

nuclear conflagration. 

The African Group believes that the present uncurbed arms race constitutes 

a genuine threat to the security of all peoples~ and a considerable obstacle 

to development. Mankind is in fact devoting huge amounts of h~an and 

f inancial resources to military research to the detriment of development 

research. The percentage of development aid laid down within the framework 

of the development decades is far from being achieved by the developed 

countries, which invoke economic and financial difficulties and institutional 

obstacles in attempts to justify their delay in applying decisions in this 

area. However, military budgets continue to be increased in spite of monetary 

inflation and the disturbing recession in these same countries on the pretext 

of maintaining the balance of terror. 
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In this policy of escalation, developin~ countries find themselves constrained 

to review their priorities within the framework of their plans. And indeed, under 

the influence of these power politics, they are obliged to take the measures they 

deem appropriate to defend their sovereignty and safeguard their territorial 

integrity. Hence the relatively large part of the budgets of these countries 

devoted to national defence programm.es. Hence also the mobilization of the 

forces of the nation for the defence of the country, when those resources should 

be devoted to the process of development and national reconstruction. In this 

1.:ray, the objectives of the development decades and the New International Economic 

Order are jeopardized. 

There is no need for the African Group to stress any further the danger 

of self-destruction for mankind which is constituted by the present arms race 

and the proliferation of arms of mass destruction. Nor is there any need to 

demonstrate the indispensable link which must exist between disarmament and 

economic development in the light of the felicitous conclusions of the tenth 

special session of the General Assembly. I venture, however, on behalf of my 

group, to appeal to the General Assembly, and in particular to the First Committee, 

for it to redouble its efforts this -vreek in order to lay the necessary foundations 

for accelerating the implementation of the recommendations and decisions of the 

tenth special session of the General Assembly. Those decisions and recommendations, 

although they deserve our approval, would benefit from being supplemented or by 

being made more precise in certain parts. 
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'i' lle General Assembly in the Final Docunent of its t Gnth special sessioR 

e:q:Jr2ssed a consensus i~1 uhich •re can ·11 take plP.asure. iole are particularly 

pleased by the important role r;iven to the United l~ations u1 

the conduct of disan1a~ent negotiations, a role which is perfectly in keeping 

vrith the universal nature of this concern. Because of its very urgency, 

the problem of disarmament can no longer be co;J.siclc:rcd the business of the great 

"Powers 0.lone; .;_-l:s 1ol,~tion :r.eq_uires the nost active participation of all 

nations, great and small. The negotiatinG an<'. 20ns-.:J:t~tive bodies, r ; ~ ' ..: .rch 

institutes ".nd fcllo-,rshi:~'> :provide-~ fe r in the :·1'ino.l Do~t:nent of 

the tenth special session are such as to Beet this aspiration, provic_ed we keep to 

t.lle principles of the periodic rotation of mandates and equitable Geographical 

distribution taking into account not only the geographical situation but 

also .-, f the actual necc'cs o :::~ Jl.1eJJlbers of the Unit eel Nations . 

Finally, aware that the important Programme of Action and the 

machinery establi shed by the General Assembly at its tenth special session 

cannot be put into effect or be effective without the political will of the 

Members of the Uni tecl Nations, we would venture also to appeal to States, 

and, in particular, to the five permanent members of the Security Council 

which bear a particular responsibility for the maintenance of international 

peace and security to confirm during this Ueek devoted to the promotion 

of the objectives of disarmament their determination to vTOrk for the 

implementation and acceleration of the process of general and complete disarmament. 

In this way 1re would be meeting the profound as:;,)irations of thc 1rho~L~ of 

mankind which desi:r. c: s solidarity in a world of pe"'•.c c: , justice and 

liberty. 

In so doing, according to the very terms of the Charter, vTe shall have 

s ··.v: (~. succecdinc: -~cncr-:cticns frc:·'. t!-:.c ~courrr.c of lTf'r, ilhich tlTice i>1. 

n'r li fetine hc..s brcu ·ht untold sorrmr to :r.anldnc1. This, in our view, 

is the messaee to be addressed to the peoples of our planet on this 

anniversary United Nations Day. 

The CF..AIRIWl: The next speaker is the representative of Halta, 

-vrho will speak on behalf of the Group of' 1·!0stern European and Other States. 
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Mr. GAUCI (Halta): This is an auspicious occasion, in which, I -:· 

privilcr:;ecl. to particip:o.t ,' today and I do so with considerable trepid2,ticn. It is a 

moment for honest reflection, as we contemplate the future on the basis of 

our experience in the past. It is proper that the spotlight of -vmrld 

attention should, momentarily at least, focus on 1-rhat is one of the most 

fundamental dilemmas facing the world today. In this i·ray the: vorlc1' s public 

will share our frustration, our difficulties and our hopes, as -vre give them 

a brief account of what their representatives are trying to do on their behalf. 

An aroused and enlightened public opinion is in itself a catalyst for 

dedicated effort to secure results from which all -vrould benefit. 

To put our dilemma briefly and graphically in perspective, let us 

recall that today, with our advanced technology, we have progressed to such 

an extent that at one and the same time we can use - in fact we have used -

our technology to enable us to disengage ourselves from the gravitational 

pull of our planet and to view it from outer space, and so to see its, unity, its 

fragility and our common destiny. That same technology - whether -vre like 

it or not - also enables us, unless our negotiations succeed, to cause 

incalculable damage to our planet and practically to cripple civilization 

as w-e know it today. 

This, then, is the formidable choice that confronts us. Perhaps at the 

root of our perplexity is the evident fact that our thinking and our 

institutions have not yet evolved in a uay to cope efficiently and effectively 

with the rapidity of technological change, the complexity of modern life and the 

interdependence of nations. One hundred and fifty independent countries, 

each vrith different perspectives and preoccupations, are trying in this forura 

and in their ever:;rcl.<->7 life to grapple with many problems, but particularly 

those of peace and security, the constant accmmlation of arms and the 

persistence of conflict situations in various parts of the world. \Te cannot 

but candidly admit that our collective efforts have not yet produced the 

solutions -vre all seek. It is true that He have l~nmm at tines even uorse 

situations? but this is no reason for us to be complacent ~t the present. 

Even in the lin itecl. field of the com])lex disarnanent ne~otiations, 1-re have no 

--~recedent in experieDc ·-..: ~:hich r~ives us guidance in curbin:-: the develo]_)nent of today' s 
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vreapons systems. Our patient and persistent efforts at control to elate 

have only had limited results, and the accu.rnulation of vreapons has P,co_uired 

a potential for cl.e st:i.~uction which almost baffles our comprehension and 

immeasurably complicates the nesotiating process •. 

As we all know, disarmament efforts predate even the establishment of 

the League of Nations. It is therefore small consolation to stress that 

the search for peace and security continues and that it is an a"\vesome 

responsibility vrhich none of us can shirk since failure could spell our 

common doom. But ue have no alternative choice. And these negotiations 

are taking place in many different vrays - at the bilateral, multiln.t cral and 

reBional levels and, last but not least, in this very forum. 

The countries on whose behalf I am spealdng today - large and small, 

geographically spanning the five oceans of this earth and politically 

representing various shades of opinion, ~nd each according to its own 

responsibility and capability - are all dedicated to a renevred effort 

on as broad a front as possible to secure our final objective of peace and 

security, includinG general and complete disarmament under effective 

int ernational control. 

Today it is proper for us to note the happy coincidence of this occasion 

wit h United Nations Day. Therefore, while not minimizing in any way the 

extr6ne importance of the issues of disarmament, we nevertheless reaffirm that 

our objectives can best be secured by complete adherence to the Charter of 

the United Nations, through its comprehensive approach in the search for peace 

and security. We can look back with satisfaction to the many genuine efforts 

i n t he past - both ren;ional and universal - made by the countries 

of the Group of Hestern European and Other States to promote shared 

objectives, and lle look forward in the future to an intensification of the work. 

A valuable reservoir of effort and nec;otiations is alr0'J.dy to hand to be 

utilized and translateu into agreed and verifiable commitments for common 

benefits. 

' I 
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The recent special session on disarmament gives all nations a new 

impetus for the complex negotiations that still lie ahead of us. We 

participated actively in that session and I·Te put fo:r.vard our proposals in 

good faith, willing - as on all other questions - to accept analytical, 

vigorous and informed scrutiny of them by public opinion not only vithin our 

mm societies but also in this forum, a scrutiny Hhich 1.re recognize as 

indispensable for our future progress. In the same spirit, 1·re are prepared 

to consider proposals from other sources. The Final Document is our common 

platform of action, 1·Thich covers a broad spectrum of the issues we face and 

provides refined machinery and a new moment~ to help the search for solutions. 

The longing for peace , security and economic and social prof,ress binds 

us all. Though the 1mrld still has not succeeded in banishing the use of 

force, 1ve shall continue to exert all efforts to avoid conflict and to 

promote peaceful change, while maintaining our vigilance to ensure stability. 

Soliciting the co-operation and contribution of all, 1ve shall continue to 

seek the means whereby to verify strict compliance -vrith measures which affect 

the independence and security of nations. He shall pursue in parallel our 

initiatives on peace-keeping and on procedures for the peaceful settlement 

of disputes. He shall continue to extend assistance in the process of 

decolonization and economic aid to the developing countries. 

He recognize that the situation is serious. 1'Te shall therefore approach 

the tasks ahead of us with renevred effort , confidently relying on the proven 

adaptability of our Organization to respond to requirements and the dedication 

of the Secretary-General and his staff in extending all support necessary for 

the achievement of our declared objectives. He have much to do; but success 

in the final analysis depends on mutual restraint, collective efforts and 

diligent work. To this our enthusiastic and considered response will always 

be forthcoming. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I call next on the representative of the Federal 

Republic of Germany, who Hill speak on behalf of the nine States members of 

the European Community. 

Hr. PFEIFFER (Federal Republic of Germany): On behalf of the nine 

States members of the European Community, I should like to make the following 

statement on the occasion of the Disarmament Week commencing today. 

In paragraph 102 of the Final Document of the special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, the week starting 24 October has been 

proclaimed as a week devoted to fostering the objectives of disarmament. The 

Governments of the Nine endorsed this decision. 

Th~ Disarmament Heek is not only intended as an incentive to Governments; 

it is meant above all to enhance the awareness of public opinion of the vital 

necessity as well as of the problems of disarmament. To the Governments of the 

European Community, and to numerous non-governmental or~anizaticns in the 

community, this Heek provides an additional opportunity of highlighting in 

speeches, conferences and publications the central importance of disarmament 

and arms control for peace all over the \·rorld. 

The Governments of the E~ropean Community pursue a policy of maintaining 

and promoting peace. They contribute actively to regional and world-wide 

endeavours towards disarmament and arms control, pursuing the aim of making 

detente an indivisible, universal process. It is -vrith this conviction that 

the Nine made their contribution to the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament, to the results of vhich, as incorporated in 

the Final Document, they attach high importance. 

Today, disarmament and security have assumed a global dimension. He are 

convinced that all those -vrho participated in the special session are more 

strongly aware than ever of this global dimension. The States members of the 

European Community will do everything in their power to make tangible progress 

towards the objective of general and complete disarmament under strict and 

effective international control, as reconfirmed in the Final Document of the 

special session. 

' 
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The special session chose for the beginning of the Disarrnenent Heek a specie,l 

clay, the day of the foundinc, of the United jTfl,tions. This day thus acquires a 

doubl-e significance to •rhich the Governments and peoples of the IJine feel 

co:rrJli1itted. The celebr~:ttiom; and other events taking place in the member States 

of the European Corilmunit;y en the occe.sion of the United Nations founoin;2; day 

assume particular significance in view of the fact that they me rle, Ftt the same 

tirr:e, the h:rdnning of thE: Dis2r1'T'.e.ment "~?eek. 

'l'he States of the Europea;.1 Community avmr their co!l1mitment to international 

co- -operation and the United l\!ations. This includes their commitment to peace 

anc1. disarmament. 

The CHAIPJ-1l\.N: I call n ext on the representative of Sri Lanka, who 

1-rill speak on behalf of the Non--Ali!_!ned Group of countries. 

Mr. FONSEIC!\ (Sri Lanka): I speal~ nmr -vrith a. little reluctance, 

especially 1-rhen the list of speakers is already somewhat extended. But I run 

obliged to speak because I do so on behalf of the Non-Aligned Group, vhose 

concern with the subject of disarmament cJates back to their first meeting in 

1961. The non-aligned countries were among the first to recognize the fearful 

consequences of the arn1s race and called for a special session of the General 

Assembly to seek solutions to this grave issue . 'I'hat special session 

materialized only some 17 years later and only historians might be able to 

tell us ' ·rhether we could have done better had -vre talcen heed of this problem 

earlier. 

The inauguration today of Disarmament Heek -- purs uant to a decision vhich was 

included in the Final r.oc1:ment of the spec ial s ess i cn --· i s at the l east a symbolic 

expression of the nevr importance we attach to this matter. It is perhaps only 

appropriate that today - 24 October, which is also observed as United Nations 

Day - should have been chosen as the day for the inauguration and observance 

of Disarmament Heek. 
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He, the non-aligned countries, have long sought to make the United 

Nations the main forum for resolving the problem and to vest this Organizat i on 

with the primary responsibility for disarmament. Fe recognize that it might 

be some time before our view·s are more vridely shared. But today' s ceremonies, 

at least in their symbolic value, 1-rill, we trust, help to advance that 

objective. 

Hy remarks would be incomplete Fithout a comment on what Hould in our 

vieu be the immediate and continuing purpose of these ceremonies. It is to 

focus the attention of people eve~-rhere on the grave issues that face us and 

on the fact that they could not be the concern of .just our Organization or the 

preoccupation of a few Governments . \'Te must cow.municate to these people 

everywhere that the arms race not only is a threat to mankind but has a 

continuing impact on their day-to-day lives. The United Nations can vrith 

its resources carry this message only to a limited audience. The main task 

must rest with Governments, and not least of all with the non-governmental 

organizations. Today seems to be an appropriate occasion to express our 

appreciation of what these non-governmental organizations have already done 

and to support their efforts in the future. 

As vre all know, ceremonies of this nature have become a regular feature 

of the activities of the United Nations. For that ree.son, and no less for the 

reason that we are in the midst of our mm debate on the review of the special 

session, where every conceivable comment if not pronouncement on disarmament 

has already been made, we may tend to regard these ceremonies as an unavoidable 

imposition. If we could resist that and convince ourselves that we have a duty 

to try to give more worth and meaning to the views we express on behalf of our 

respective Governments, our participation in this meeting today would not have 

been 'lvholly in vain. 
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Mr. ENE (Romania) (interpretation from French): The delegation of 

Romania would like to add its voice to the voices of preceding speakers in 

emphasizing the special significance that we attach to this first Disarmament 

Week. 

In proclaiming a world Disarmament Week beginning on 24 October, the 

anniversary of the United Nations, the recent special session of the General 

Assembly revealed that, as is now beyond doubt, disarmament arouses universal 

interest, and that all States and all peoples are called upon to participate 

in the efforts to achieve it. 
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This is also an illustration that the United Nations is the most adequate 

framework and the most representative body to arrive at that end . The 

meaning given by Romania to Disarmament Week is that it is an appeal to 1..1ction 

because of the need to intensify the combined action of all Governments and of 

all progressive forces, so as to proceed to concrete disarmament measures anu, 

first and foremost ~ nuclear disarmament. 

In these ci rcumstances, we also wish to reaffirm our conviction that 

resolute international action in the field of disarmament, as an integral part 

of the establishment of a new world economic and political order, requires a 

new approach ~ a redefinition of objectives, of functions and structures based 

on values other than those which brought about the present crisis. Our point 

of departure is the conviction that disarmament problems do not only concern 

a restricted group of States and Governments; on the contrary, they are of vital 

interest to all States and peoples of the world, whether large or small, 

regardless of their military strength or their level of economic development . 

All have the duty and the right to participate in achieving disarmament. All 

peoples have the right - and this is normal - to know what is happening in an 

area of decisive importance to their existence , and not to be carried away by the 

illusion that they can live in complete calm and security •rhile vast means of 

destruction are constantly being accumulated throughout the world. In this 

respect, the United Nations should more actively and more effectively 

help to inform public opinion and the peoples of all countries of 

the present arms situation and its consequences, and to build up a 

powerful cc:_rrent of u:pinion in favour of disarmament and the adoption and 

implementation of tangible disarmament measures. 

The tenth special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament was an important step towards such a new approach to 

the problem of halting the arms race and proceeding to tangible disarmament. 

In our opinion, that session opened up the possibility of achieving genuine 

pr.gress in halting the arms race and paving the way to a ne1-T course 

in the negotiations. 
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It is therefore essential in this Disarmament Heek to mE..rshal 

our forces in this directioL, to act at present in a resolute and responsible 

manner, so as to reflect in deeds the spirit, recommendations and decisions of 

the special session. vle believe it is the duty of every State, of all of 

us, and of the new deliberative and negotiating machinery established by the 

special session, to resume and consider in detail the opinions, suggestions 

and proposals submitted by States to that session; to organize and take fresh 

action which is immediately applicable and likely to encourage the process of 

hnlting the arms race and to provide the conditions required for increasingly 

substantive action that will bring us closer to the final objective which 

remains general and complete disarmament and, first and foremost, nuclear 

disarmament. 

For its part, Romania, interpreting the fundamental will and aspirations 

for peace and progress of its people, reaffirms its determination to act resolutely 

in the future as well, together with other States which have the same ideals, 

to set a new course and arrive at tangible results in the field of disarmament, 

so as to build a world of co-operation~ a world where force and the threat of 

force are banished and in which all resources are devoted to the prosperity of 

each State and to the progress of human civilization. 

Mr. DASHTSEREN (Mongolia); Today -vre are celebrating for the first time 

a solemn occasion - the ccmmencement of the international Week devoted to 

fostering the objectives of disarmament, a vTeek which symbolizes the aspirations 

of the peoples and countries of the world to work together in the name of 

universal peace and security. Being the original sponsor, the Mongolian 

delegation is very pleased to make a statement at this commemorative meeting. 

The Mongolian People's Republic, faithful to the lofty ideals of peace 

and security, has taken the initiative in proposing to hold a Disarmament 

Heek annually. In doing so, we were guided by the sincere desire to enhance 

and advance disarmament efforts through a broad and constant mobilization of 

world public opinion in support of creating a most favourable international 
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atmosphere for preserving peace and security and ultimately for achieving 

the goals of general and complete disarmament. The above initiative has once 

again testified to the sincerity and genuineness of the aspirations for peace 

which the Government and the people of my country cherish, like those of the 

other countries of the socialist community. 
\ 

I am happy to note that our modest contribution, made to the elaboration 

of the Final Document of the special session devoted to disarmament, now 

commands wide support and approval on the part of States Members of the United 

Nations, as well as of various international organizations both governmental 

and non-governmental. We are grateful to the Secretariat, and especially to 

the Secretary-General, for the preparation and organization of this meeting. 

The delegation of the Mongolian People 1 s Republic considers, like many others~ 

that this meeting also attests to the recognition by Member States of the 

importance of disarmament measures. 

The very fact that the commencement of the Week falls on the day of the 

foundation of the United Nations signifies, furthermore~ the importance which the 

States Members of this august body attach to the cause of preserving and 

strengthening international peace. 

I likewise note with satisfaction that this Week is being celebrated~ not 

only in the framework of the United Nations, but also at the level of 

non-governmental organizations. As an example~ I should like to mention that 

the 1;J'orld Peace Council is observing a vleek of Action for Disarmament from 

24 to 31 October, which will symbolize the struggle to implement the decisions 

of the tenth special session of the United Nations General Assembly. All these 

efforts, designed to bring about the necessary conditions and climate conducive 

to the implementation of disarmament measures, deserve high appreciation and 

praise. Moreover, we are of the view that such activities should be further 

continued and consolidated so that the world community be enlightened and 

educated in the true spirit of peace, detente and disarmament. In this connexion, 

we hope that the realization of the objectives of the draft resolution which 

we, together wi th other delegations, had the honour to submit yesterday, will 

heighten the significance of the observance of the 1-J'eek. 
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He also believe that Disarmament Heek can best serve its goals 

if it encourages and helps in every possible way the o;.,:c;oing effort s 

and negotiations in the field of disarmament. Proceeding from this 

premise, 11e maintain that in order to make the Heek more meaningful and 

sic;nificant, the vrorld community should mark it by taking concrete 

measures to foster disarm8~ent objectives. In our opinion, States and 

Governments might consider the possibility of adoptin··· practical steps 

in securing the effectiveness and universality of existing disarmament 

agreements in connexion w·ith the celebration of :!:1 i sarmz'.E1.ent \·leek. 

In conclusion, the delegation of the Hongolian People's Republic 

uould like to reaffirm once again our continued and determined supi.Jor t of 

the c ~us e of disarmament for the good of mankind and in the interest of 

the peaceful development of its own country. 

I~s. THORSSON (Sweden): Representing a country that has decided 

to remain outside all military alliances, I should like to say a f e'<:T vrorcl.s 

at this session devoted to the observance of Di sar marnent \leek . I do tho.t 

as in 1natters related to disarmament my country cannot accept as spokesman 

the representative of any of the regional groups. ·I do that in the conviction 

that the decision by the special session to proclaim an annual Disarmament 

Heek 1-ras caused by the keen desire, so evident throughout the Final 

Document, to promote the mobilization of world public opinion in support 

of the cause of disarmament. 

He all know hm·T urgent this task is. Based on my experience of 

disarmament negotiations over the years, I have reasons to doubt that 

we shall have, while there is still time, their sorely needed results 

unless effective pressure is put upon the Govermnents of the leadine; 

military Povrer s , at the national and i nternational l evels, t o 

considerably speed up the disarmament process. 

Of course we know that the step-by-step approach to disarmament 

involves technically complex and often politically sensitive issues. 

But it has been said that disarmament is too important to be left solely 

to experts and Government s . And is it not true that the many years that 
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we have spent in vain on efforts to reach, say~ a ~c~rrprehcr:siYe test~ban 

treaty stand out in glaring contrast to the speed at which military 

research and technology develop qualitatively new weapons and weapon 

systems? The observation must be made that if the leading military 

Pmrers started seriously questioning their present priorities, if they 

decided to use half of the ingenuity and s¥-ills nm.r beinr: used to 

further develop the already monstrous war machines, for disarmament 

efforts, if that happened we should soon, all of us, be partners in an 

efficient and effective disarmament process. 

The call must therefore go out to people of r·oo0J·Till everyi,There: 

peoples and Governments must co-operate for disarmament against those 

forces in society, material or immaterial, that are counteracting mankind's 

supreme interest. These forces are sometimes difficult to identify. 

But we must look them up because the result of their work is before us 

in terms of the i rrefutably horrifying figures of an unabated arms race, 

far beyond the requirements of national security. 

Is it not typical of the present absurd situation that w·hile 

inaugurating, through today's commenorative session, the first United Nations 

Disarmament Week, our efforts so far have had to concentrate on decelerating 

the tremendous speed of the quantitative and qualitative arms race, and 

negotiating measures of arms control such as a comprehensive test-ban 

treaty, instead of bringing about genuine disarmament? How long shall we have to 

vrait before we reach that stage? How long can we afford to wait? 

It is the considered view of the Swedish Government, representing 

one of the small neutral countries in the world, that the disarmament 

negotiation tables cannot, either literally or figuratively, be left 

to the great and powerful. He shall all of us enter the new phase of our 

efforts in the Disarmament Commission and in the Committee on Disarmament, 

collectively and on a truly equal footing. vle shall do that because, should we 

register failure in our efforts, '\'Te would all of us be equal in having to 

face its consequences. 
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But let me end on a less dismal note. Let us not speak of failure. 

Let us speak about success. For success vre need to be strong. Indeed, 

not militarily stronG, but stronG in intentions, knmTledge, common sense 

and Hill power. In order to get that strength, Governments and their 

re~1resentatives must create closer and stron,c~e }~ ties uith the people and 

their representatives. They constitute a tremendous potential force nOi·T 

to be effectively ;;,o}·d.liz e(i_ for peace and global security through 

disarmament. 

Nay this first Disarmament Heek be the happy inauguration of a neu 

era vrhen people vrill spealc out, loud and strong, in favour of these noble 

purposes. 

r·.ifr. BOATEN (Ghana): On this auspicious occasion, I am privileged 

to take the floor to renew the commitment of the Government and People of 

Ghana to internat ional efforts to relieve the '·rorld of the nightmare of 

the continuing arms race and to start a genuine process of reducing 

nuclear weapons. 

It is significant that this conwemorative event is taking place on 

the thirty-third anniversa~J of the coming into force of the Charter which 

Gave birth to this Organization. Hhen the founding fathers signed the 

Charter of our Organization in San Francisco they -vrere inspired by the 

need to provide the necessary framework for resolving international 

disputes, inculc ntin::: '.· >'~ Tirt·:.L:s of tole~:--.n~A, cood nei~hbourliness 

and channelinG our resources t .owards the promotion of the economic and soci-::.1 

advancement of mankind. ·rn short, the resolve of the founding fathers 

when they r,1et on that historic day in San Francisco was to break with the 

past _ a past that hed been marked by conflict, n istrnst and, inde er.l..~ 

a 1-rorla. war -vri th its heavy toll of life and property. 

Unfortunately, 33 years after this resol-ve ue are no nearer the 

peace ue all sought and resolved to achieve. Admittedly, mc:m hns over 

these years forged the bonds of co-operation and drawn closer together, 

thanks to the remarkable advances in technology. But, all told, ;;re have 
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been driven by these same advances in technology to devise and stockpile 

weapons of devastating capability so that today we are confronted vrith an 

unprecedented threat of self-extinction. 
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It is to avert this danger that the tenth special session decided to 

set the week beginning today to remind us all of the special responsibilities 

we owe to save mankind from the outbreak of another war and, above all, the 

need to spare our resources for the millions in want and poverty. 

On this occasion, therefore, we call on all Member States to rededicate 

themselves to the ideals and objectives of this Organization and help 

transform the new impetus generated by the tenth special session into 

concrete results. 

Only in this way will we be worthy contributors to the ideals 

and objectives of this commemorative week. 
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Mr. HUDA (Bangladesh): On this anniversary of the foundation 

of our Organization, Bangladesh , my country, reiterates its adherence to 

the Charter of the United Nations. The observance of Disa rmaTI'_ent ·vreek 

symbolizes the eagerness of nations, large and small, to work in co-operation 

and harmony 1n th one another , shunning suspicion and distrust. I sincerely 

hope that this week will go dmm as a significant event in the annals of 

peace- loving nations of the world as an important endeavour to promote 

individual trust, respect and understanding among State s t'embers of the 

United Nations and as a vital effort to establish peace. 

Hy delegation, on the eve of the inauguration of Disarmament Heek , 

appreciates the endeavours of the United Nations in the peace-keeping role 

it has played so far, but we sincerely feel that much is yet to be done by 

the United Nations. 

Despite the first step the United Nations has taken in 

its mission of devising a process for disarmament, my country cannot forget 

the horror and destruction wrought by nuclear weapons in the past. We 

sincerely hope this horror will not reoccur in any form in any part of the 

world. 

vle therefore, on this august day , place on record our call for an 

immediate halting of the arms race and for the introduction of a programme 

for effective and total disarmament without further del ay , for the sake of 

peace and to save humanity from the threat of nuclear, biological and 

chemical weapons, which are designed for mass destruction, and to enable 

h~~nn civilization to prosper and to sustain itself. 

Hith new hopes for a better life in full freedom, permit me on this 

occasion to urge all nations of the world to divert their resources to 

a goal which may help to bring new economic order and social justice and 

possibly help to wipe out hunger and privation from the face of this planet. 

Finally, on behalf of my delegation, I wish Dise.rrr_mr·ent Feck 

f ull success. 
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~r. VINCI (Italy): Upon this dual occasion of the thirty-third 

anniversary of the United Nations and the proclamation of the first 

Disarmament VJeek which we are observing this morning, I should like 

to read a ~c s sage from the President of the Republic of Italy, 

Mr. Sandra Pertini. It reads as follows ; 
11 Italy, like all the other nations of the world, is celebrating 

today the thirty-third anniversary of the United Nations, reaffirming 

the ideals of peace and universal co-operation which form the basis 

of the United Nations Charter. 
11Born out of the catastrophe of war, the Organization is called 

upon now, more than ever, to play a role of fundamental importance in 

favour of all the peoples of the earth, beyond any barriers of race, 

culture or social structure. 
11 It is significant that the Declaration of Human Rights itself 

was the first document of universal value to be adopted, in 1948, 

just after the birth of the Organization. 

"Ue have come a long way since then, and c~ncrete progress has 

been made in that direction - progress to which Italy feels honoured 

to have made a contribution. But there is still a long way to go 

before the Universal Declaration will find full application in every 

part of the world. In many countries - far too many - the most basic 

human rights continue to be violated even now - rights which lie at the 

foundation of the United Nations Charter. I, w"ho have fought all my 

life for the affirmation of these rights and against tyranny, cannot 

but raise the most vigorous protest. 

"'1-Tith the special session of the General Assembly on disarmament , 

the United Nations devoted its attention to another serious threat to 

the future of mankind: the question of armaments. The special session 

marked an occasion not only for giving formal attention to this problem, 

but also for expressing the deep conviction of the international 

community that the moment had long since arrived to make a decisive 

effort to reverse the trend towards rearmament ~nd to break the spiral 

which is causing the majority of States to acquire ever more sophisticated, 

and thus more destructive, weapons. 
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11 In this light, we must reaffirm our commitment to uphold the 

United Nations. Any contribution we can make to this end will be all 

the more valid if all of us - citizens as well as statesmen - are 

vigilant in protecting the ideals of freedom and justice which are the 

outcome of a shared visio~ of civilization for all the peoples of the 

earth, and the indispensable foundation for any civil coexistence 

among men and among countries . 11 

May I now take this occasion to inform the Committee that, as its first steps 

towards the implementation of the decision taken at the special session 

t o devote a week to fostering the objectives of disarmament, the Italian 

Government intends to sponsor and promote the organization of symposia and 

other meetings 1vhich will be especially directed towards encouraging a 

fuller knowledge of the contents of the Final Document adopted at the 

special session. In this connexion, my Government is considering a 

widespread circulation of pamphlets, printed in Italian, which will set forth 

the texts of the decisions taken at tGe United Nations special session 

devoted to disarmament, as well as provide backe;round data and other 

relevant information on this new beginning towards disarmament. As part of 

this initiative, the Government has in mind to present these pamphlets 

to the members of our Parliament during a ceremony to be broadcast nationwide 

by the mass communications media. He trust that the mass media will play 

a greater role in this effort of ours to foster the aims of disarmament. 

It is our earnest hope that the actions to be taken in Italy, and in 

other countries throughout the world, for Disarmament ·veek will 

contribute - at the level of public opinion, as well - to preserve that 

shared sense of purpose and commitment which characterized the conclusicn 

of the special session and which appears to be essential for the success 

of any future disarmament efforts. 
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Mr. BAROODY (Saudi Arabia): I did not decide to speak until I 

found that various speakers were addressing the Committee on behalf of various 

countries on a regional or a continental basis - that is, on behalf of the 

continent of Asia, the continent of Africa and so on - and that in the case of 

Europe, for example, we had some splintering. The Group of Eastern European 

Countries spoke, and then the Group of Western European and Other Countries 

spoke, and finally the Group of Nine spoke, which rather fragmented the 

continent here. This means also that there are special interests inside 

certain continents, particularly Europe. I think the Soviet Union considers 

itself in Europe, or at least partly in Europe. I am not saying this lightly. 

This is very symptomatic of what is taking place. 

I listened to eloquently expressed, pious hopes about mankind's yearning 

for peace - the clarity of the speakers could not be improved upon - but I 

wonder whether we are justified in commemorating our efforts to achieve a 

reduction of armaments, let alone disarmament. Are we actually commemorating 

here something that has not taken place? In the Charter the first paragraph 

of the Preamble states: 

"to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice 

in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind11
• 

How many wars have been waged in the next part of our lifetime that followed 

1945? I do not want to count them. War is war. \<Then we say V.Torld War we 

mean a regional war. Even the First World War was regional 3 and the Second 

World War was not a war fought all over the world. But how many wars have 

been fought since 1945? I do not want to count them , as I may perhaps miss 

one or two in counting them. \~at we find is that the arms race is accelerating. 

All you have to do is look at the annual reports of corporations which have 

been producing arms. Their net earnings have never been better since the 

Second World War came to an end. 

I decided to speak not in a spirit of criticism but to make a few 

suggestions which could be translated into practical action. I do not want to 

reiterate what I have said in the past 25 or 30 years on this subject. I am 

heartened to see a lady from Sweden who has been most alert about what has been 

taking place all these years. V.Te always benefit from her statements on this question. 
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However, three years from now or two years from now we may be having another 

session, and should we follow the same procedure without practical action? 

I have mentioned time and again in this Committee, as w~ll as during the 

special session on disarmament, that the United Nations should produce a fi lm 

taken from the archives of films of the First and Second World Wars, as well as 

other wars in between and in the aftermath of the Second World War , so that it 

could be shown in schools all over the world on television. That perhaps would 

be the best propaganda for peace, to condition the minds of the young against 

war. Regardless of the ideology of the countries, those films should be shown 

all over the world through the United Nations agencies. I will bet you anything 

that there would be very few countries that would dare not to show such films to 

their people, especially the young. I took up the question with members of the 

Secretariat, and I was approached by none other than the Assistant Secretary

General who is now sitting alongside you, Mr. Chairman. I believe we should 

encourage the Secretariat to embark on a project to produce such a film to be 

shown in schools on television. It would be a United Nations film, a candid 

film, an apolitical film. 

Another suggestion I have to make is perhaps a little avant-garde, but 

I see no reason why what I am going to suggest could not be done. Let the 

leaders of the world and their Defence Ministers come to the United Nations on 

each 24 October, which commemorates the founding of the United Nations, and 

declare before the General Assembly or the First Committee that they will not be 

first to use nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction. I should 

rather say "weapons of mass killing" -because sometimes, I am told, there are 

weapons, like the neutron bomb, that kill people but do not destroy buildings. 

Other examples are bacteriological weapons and chemical weapons . They should 

declare themselves before us here in the United Nations and reassure us that 

they will not be the first to use such weapons - leave aside conventional 

weapons. 

I do not want to burden this Committee now with all the programmes I have 

in mind - in my statement during the tenth special session which dealt with 

disarmament, I read out a ten-point programme -but let us begin with those 

two points, so that they may be acted upon. 
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(Mr. Baroody, Saudi Arabia) 

I read with interest a draft conv\.Cntion, 1.rhich will be submitted by the 

Soviet Union, on the non-use of nuclear veapons against countries that do 

not have such weapons or that renounce their use. This is a step in the 

ric:;ht direction, but there are loopholes vrhich ve must plug so that no. Jne 

can subscribe to the vTOrds alone while, in spite of all the good vrill of the 

Soviet Union and all those who are submitting such draft conventions, the use 

of certain loopholes cannot be controlled. 

'l'o recapitulate, may I ask through you, Sir~ that the Secretary-·General 

and his assistants here take seriously those two suggestions for the time 

being - first, the film and secondly, the oath by leaders and their Defence 

Ministers. If they cannot personally attend, they could send someone to read 

the message on their behalf, like our good friend Mr. Vinci today read a 

message from his mm President. What is wrong 1vith the suggestion that 

eYery year they should come here and say: 

nHe take an oath before the world community that ue shall not be the 

first to use nuclear or other mass destructive \·reapons against anyone 

no matter how they may differ economically or politically from us. 11 

Othenrise, l·re are parroting platitudes, generalities and, on behalf 

of our Groups, solidarity. My brother and I are against my cousin; but 

my cousin and I are against the straneer - that is an old tribal proverb. 

This is solidarity; this is vrhat it amounts to. But what if the stranger 

is right and my brother and I are wrong? What if my cousin is right and 

I am lvrong'? 

The approach has been stultifying. He need a practical new approach, 

not vrith words but vrith action. 

The CHAIR~UillT: I should like to advise the Committee that on this 

Day ue have received a message from the Director of the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and that the text of 

that message l?ill be published as a press release. 

The meeting rose at 12.15 p.m. 


